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ABSTRACT 
Let I) be a unitarily invariant norm on the space of all n X m complex matrices, 
and let ,g : IF!” -+ R be the symmetric gauge function associated with I). That is to say, 
we have $(A) = g(s(A)) for any A, where s(A) is the nonincreasing sequence of 
singular values of A. In this article we consider the relationship between the facial 
structures of the closed unit balls of g and I), which we denote by B, and B,,. Our 
main result gives a complete characterization of the faces of B, in terms of the faces 
of B,. For, with each face 8 of B, we associate a stundnrrlfuce Fg of B, (i.e., Fg is 
a face of B, whose barycenter is a nonnegative, nonincreasing n-vector). Conversely, 
each standard face F of B, originates a set of n X m matrices, say the set JF, which 
is proven to be a face of B,. Our main result also asserts that any face B of B, is of 
the form QdFR, where Q and R are unitary matrices of appropriate orders and 
F = Fz. We then explore the main result and draw some of its consequences. For 
example, we show that the singular values of the barycenter of a face 8 of B,,, have 
the same multiplicities as the barycenter of Fg. Formulas are given which relate the 
dimensions of B and Fg. The relative interior and the relative boundary of 8 are 
characterized in terms of the relative interior and the relative boundary of Fg. We 
completely describe the face of B, generated by a matrix A. Our results also cover 
the case of real matrices. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article, K denotes either the field [w of real numbers, or the field C 
of complex numbers. Db”, m is the set of all n x m matrices with entries in K. 
We identify K” with the set of column vectors H”, ‘. Our main theorems hold 
in both cases K = Iw and K = @, and for arbitrary positive integer values of 
n and m. However, in some proofs and auxiliary results, the two cases n < m 
and m < n should be treated separately, though either one would follow 
from the other by mere transposition. To avoid such awkward repetitions we 
shall assume, from now on and with no loss of generality, that 
n ( m. 
Many of the symbols and conventions of [32] will be adopted here. For 
example, the entries of a vector x E W” are always indexed as xi,. . . , x,; we 
put 1x1 := (IXJ,..., Izr,I)r, llxll is the standard Euclidean norm of x and x 1 
denotes the vector obtained from x by rearranging the entries in nonincreas- 
ing order. We use the notation 
8+:= {x E R” : x1 2 *** > xn 2 o}, 
Z!(n) := {R X n unitary matrices over W} . 
Clearly, in case K = (w, Z!(n) is the set of (real) orthogonal n X n matrices. 
The entries of n X m matrices A, B, . . . are denoted, respectively, by 
aij, b,,, *-* for i E { 1, . . . , n} and j E {l, . . . , m). The real part of a complex 
number 5 is denoted by ‘8({ 1; accordingly, the real part of a matrix 
A E I%“,“, denoted %(A), is the n X m matrix whose (i, j) entry is %(aij). 
The symbols Land A* denote the conjugate and the conjugate transpose of 
the matrix A. Clearly, in case K = [w, a Hermitian matrix is nothing but a 
symmetric matrix. The spectrum of a Hermitian matrix is the decreasing 
sequence of its eigenvalues, each one repeated according to its multiplicity. 
The singular values of A E K”, m are the eigenvalues of the n X n 
nonnegative definite Hermitian matrix m. If c~i, . . . , a, are the singular 
values of A, ordered as cri > *a* 2 cr, > 0, then we define s(A) ES+ by 
s(A) := (cq,..., a,)? 
The diagonal of A is the element of K” given by 
dag( A) := (a,,,...,a,,)T. 
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For any t, 0 < t < n, the vector (all,. . . , a,,, 0,. . . , O>T E K” is denoted by 
diag,( A). Clearly diag,( A) = 0. 
As usual, an n X m diagonal matrix D is characterized by the condition 
di = 0 if i # j. Given x E K”, Diag( x) denotes the n X m diagonal matrix 
1: w ose diagonal entries are xi,. . . , x,, in that order. Moreover, Diag,(x) is 
the n X m diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are xi,. . . , xt, 0,. . . , 0. 
The matrices Diag(diag( A)) and Diag(diag,( A)) are denoted simply by 
Diag( A) and Diag,( A), respectively. 
Throughout the paper, the symbol I,!J denotes a norm on the matrix space 
06 n,m, which is unitarily invariant, i.e. satisfies the property 
rCr(uAV) = G(A) 
for any matrix A E K”,” and any unitary matrices U E Y/(n) and V E g(m). 
Moreover, g denotes a symmetric gauge function, that is, g is a norm on R” 
satisfying 
g(x) = g(M) for any x E R”. 
The theory of these two kinds of norms was initiated by von Neumann in [28], 
and was further developed in e.g. [35, 36, 27, 81. Some papers on this subject 
have recently appeared [23, 17, 19, 18, 20, 21, 29, 441. By a well-known result 
of von Neumann [28], these two types of norms are closely related in a way 
easy to describe. Namely, if Ic, is a unitarily invariant norm, then g, : R” -+ R, 
given by g,(x) := @(Diag(x)), is a symmetric gauge function. And, con- 
versely, given g as above, the functional $g : Hi”,” -+ R, defined by I,!J~(A) 
:= g(s( A)), is a unitarily invariant norm. Clearly, the mappings rC, e g, and 
g ++ $ 
that o P 
are mutually inverse, so that the set of unitarily invariant norms and 
symmetric gauge functions are, in the above sense, isomorphic. 
In the sequel, I,!J and g are always supposed to be related in the way just 
described. More precisely, $ will always denote a unitarily invariant norm on 
K n, m, and g denotes the symmetric gauge function associated with $I. 
Therefore we have 
@(A) = gw9) for any A E Kn,m. 
The closed unit balls, or just unit balls, of r,!~ and g, which we denote by B, 
and B, and define as 
B+,:={AEK~~~~:$(A)G~} and Bg:={x~R”:g(x)<l}: 
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are convex bodies of K”, ” and R”, respectively. The problem addressed in 
this work is the relationship between the extremal structures of B, and B,. 
The determination of the extreme and exposed points and faces of the unit 
ball in a Banach space is a fundamental basic problem in approximation 
theory. Hundreds of references might be given on that subject, so we only 
point out those more closely related to out specific problem [9, 1, 10, 11, 31, 
34, 19, 18, 20, 44, 12, 381. Let us now state our problem in a less loose 
manner. 
PROBLEM. How do the sets of faces of B, and B, relate to each other? 
The definitions of face, exposed face, extreme point, and exposed point 
may be found in [30, §lS]. This p p a er ea s with faces and extreme points. d 1 
For the reader’s convenience we recall that, given a convex subset C of R”, a 
subset F of C is called a face of C iff F is convex, and the conditions 
X, y E C and Ax + (1 - A) y E F for some h ~10, l[ imply x, y E F. If C 
is compact, all faces of C are compact as well. We say e is an extreme point 
of C if {e} is a face of C. In the case of the matrix space K”, ” the concepts of 
convexity, face, extreme point, etc. refer to the underlying real vector space 
structure. Thus, to obtain the faces of B, in the complex matrix case, we first 
identify K”, ” with RPn”’ in one of the usual ways and then apply the 
previous definition of face. 
Of course, the two sets of faces in the above problem are intimately 
related, as either set completely determines the other. So we are asked to 
give details, or theorems, on that relationship. For example, let us refer to 
two known results in that direction, which are finite dimensional versions of a 
result of [l]. 
THEOREM 1.1. 
(a) The matrix A E Dd”, I” is an extreme point of B, if and only ifs(A) is 
an extreme point of B,. 
(b) The matrix A E K”, “’ is an exposed point of B, if and only ifs(A) is 
an exposed point of B,. 
(See also [31, 341. Theorem 5.1 of [44] also gives the case of extreme 
points.) The faces of the unit ball of a Schatten p-norm are determined in 
[38]. In [4, Theorem 3.11 and [20, Theorem 21 the reader will find complete 
descriptions of the extreme points of B, and B,, where g is a c-norm on R”, 
and I+!/ is the associated c-spectral norm on K”,‘“. 
Below we present a strong extension of item (a) of Theorem 1.1: in our 
main Theorem, namely Theorem 3.1, we give a complete description of the 
faces of B, in terms of the faces of B,. The corresponding extension of 
Theorem 3.1(b) to the exposed faces of B, and B, will be covered in a 
forthcoming paper. 
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Our previous paper [32] has an extensive analysis of the faces of B, for an 
arbitrary symmetric gauge function g. The concepts introduced in [32] and 
the results therein, especially the main result [32, Theorem 5.11, are funda- 
mental tools to the understanding and development of theorems and proofs 
we shall give below. 
Barycenters of faces will play a central role in the sequel. The baycenter 
of, say, a compact convex set K C R n is the point b( K > E 5%” defined by 
b(K) := p( K)-‘/id, dP, 
where p is any Haar-Lebesgue measure on aff K, and id, is the identity 
mapping on K (see e.g. [3, Chapter 2, $71). We only need very basic 
properties of barycenters, namely the following: b(K) lies in the relative 
interior of K, and cp(b( K)) = b(cp(K)) for any affine automorphism cp of 
R”. 
For a rough description of our main result, let F be a standard face of 
B,, i.e., let F be a face of B, whose barycenter is a nonnegative, nonincreas- 
ing n-vector. Denote by rI, . . . , rs the multiplicities of F’s barycenter 
entries, and define dF as the set of all matrices A E od”, ” satisfying the 
properties: (i) s(A) E F; (ii) A has the block diagonal form 
A=A,/ ... /A, i A,+I, 
where, for i = 1, . . . . s, Ai is a nonnegative Hermitian matrix of order ri, 
and the singular values of Ai are greater than or equal to the singular values 
of Ai+l. 
Then the first half of our main theorem says Jr is a face of B,. It follows 
that Q&rR is also a face of B, for any unitary Q and R of appropriate 
orders. The second half of the main result asserts that any face of B, is of the 
form Q.LFR. 
The results we just mentioned appear in Section 3, while Section 2 is 
dedicated to the definition of and preliminary theorems on the set Jr. In the 
rest of the article, we explore the main result and draw some of its 
consequences. A simple one is that the singular values of the barycenter of an 
arbitrary face of B, have the same multiplicities as those of the barycenter of 
the associated standard face of B,. 
In Section 4 we give formulas which relate the dimension of a face F of 
B, and the dimension of Jr, the corresponding face of B,. We also express 
the dimension of Jr in terms of the dimension of the symmetry core of F, 
as defined in [32, 941. 
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Section 5 contains some consequences of the main result and some 
illustrative examples. For an arbitrary face of B,,,, formulas are given to 
determine the associated standard face of B,. We characterize the one-di- 
mensional faces of B,. In the examples we briefly point to some slight 
generalizations of known results of [lo, 11, 381, involving the facial structures 
for the standard operator norm and for its dual. 
In Section 6 we prove that, in case F is a standard face of B,, the relative 
interior of the face A, is the set of all matrices A E.,& such that s(A) lies 
in the relative interior of F. This gives a nice description of the relative 
interiors and relative boundaries of the faces of B,. As a by-product we 
completely characterize the face of B, generated by a matrix A E B,. 
Properties of the Hardy-Littlewood-Polya majorization relations [13] will 
be systematically explored in the sequel. For x, y E R” we write x -c~ y 
whenever 
for k = l,...,n. (1) 
Moreover, we write x -C y whenever (1) holds with equality for k = n. The 
diagonals, the spectra, and the singular values of complex matrices satisfy 
important and well-known inequalities, which are often expressed via the 
majorization and the weak majorization symbols. Main surveys on this subject 
are [8, 24, 251. Among other results in this area, we recall the following of Ky 
Fan [6]: if a square matrix A over K is partitioned as 
where A, and A, are square, then s( A, -I A,) <lL. s(A). The same conclu- 
sion for rectangular matrices follows from 1391. (Anyway, the rectangular case 
may be reduced to the square case by inserting, if necessary, zero rows and 
zero columns. The result then follows for rectangular matrices, because 
adding zero lines does not change the nonzero singular values.) A simple 
induction on the number of diagonal blocks then yields: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let vl,. . . , vk and pL1,. . . , p, be nonnegative integers 
such that k G r, v1 + --- + Q = n and p1 + -** i-p,. = m. We are given a 
matrix A E K”,” , partitioned into a k X r block matrix 
A=(A,j:l<i<k and l<j<r), 
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where Aij has dimension qi x pj for 1 < i < k and 1 < j G r. We then have 
s( A,, t -.. +A,,) % S(A). (2) 
From this theorem we easily derive the well-known property (see 1421 and 
also [26, 371) 
dag(IAl) *w s(A). (3) 
For a convex set C c K”, ri C [rb C] d enotes the relative interior [relative 
boundary] of C. conv X is the convex hull of X. 
As in [32], for p, q, k E {l, . . . , n} such that p < q, we let E,, and Nk 
be the n-square matrices given by 
E 
P9 := 
lp_l t R,, +I,_, and Nk := Zk_l t 0, 
where I, denotes the r X r identity matrix and R,, is the doubly stochastic 
matrix of order 4 - p + 1 with all entries equal to l/(q - p + 1). For 
p > q, we put E,, := E,,. 
2. A SPECIAL SET OF MATRICES 
The following symbols will be often used in the sequel. For a given 
s E IO,. . . , n}, we let rl, . . . . rS be positive integers such that their sum, 
t := r1 + *a* +r,, is not greater than n. Define 
Clearly r is empty in case s = 0. Having fixed such a sequence r, we define 
sets Ji, . . ..I3 and Z as follows, where, for notational convenience, we put 
r0 := 0: 
Jk := {i E N: r. + ... +rk_l < i < r1 + -*a +rk}, (5) 
Z:={iEN:t<i<n}. (6) 
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DEFINITION 2.1. We denote by %!r(n> the set of R X n unitary matrices 
U of the form 
u=u,+ *a* + us t 6, (7) 
where Ui is rj X ri for i = 1,. . . , s. 
Let Sr(n, m> be the set of all pairs (U, V) of unitary matrices U E Y/r(n) 
and V E Z=(m) satisfying the following property: U has the above block 
diagonal type (71, and 
v=u;t . . . t us* + G 
for some G E %(m - t). If no confusion is to be expected, g,.(n, m) will be 
shortened to gr. 
For any subset S of R”, we denote by &r, S> the following set of n X m 
matrices: 
J(r, S) := {U Diag( x) V : (U, V) E .Fr( n, m) and x E S}. 
For each x E K” and each J c {l, . . . , n} define xJ := (xi : i E J) (cf. 
the notation of [32]). Then x may be partitioned into s + 1 vectors 
“I,‘. . . 1 XI,’ xz. 
If t = 12, then clearly xz is empty. The definition of A(r, S> may be 
rephrased in the following way. For each x E R”, let A%-, x) be the set of all 
matrices X E Db”, * of the following type: 
x=x,+ ... +x, t x8+1, 
where, for i = 1,. . . , s, Xi is an r, X ri Hermitian matrix whose spectrum is 
Cxj,)&, and s(X,+,) = (xzIJ. Then we have 
L(r, S) = U qr, r). (9) 
XES 
Note that the vector x is, in general, different from s(X). As a matter of 
fact we have 
s(X) = IdI. 
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The description of A(r, S) given in (9) has a very convenient simplification in 
case S CLZ+, as displayed in the following lemma that goes without proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. 1fS Cg+, then M(r, S) is the set of all A E K”, m of the 
block diagonal type 
A=A,t ... tA,s t A,+1 
verifying the following conditions: 
(a) for i = 1,. . . , s, Ai is an ri X ri Hermitian matrix; 
(b) the vector a := s(A) lies in S, and al2 is the spectrum of Ai for 
i = l,..., s and s(A,+,) = a,. 
We shall need the following basic result, which is given in [2, p. 241 
without proof. We offer a short argument to prove it, as we think the lemma 
is not completely obvious. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let r be n sequence (4). We are given an n X m diagonal 
mutrir 
D = d,Z,, t 1.. td,$Z, t 0, 
where Id,l, . . . , 1 d, 1 are positive and pair-wise distinct. Then, a given U E g(n) 
and a given V E z/(m) satisfy UDV = D if and only if the pair (U, V) lies in 
gr(n, ml. 
Proof. The “if’ part is obvious. For the converse assume UDV = D. 
This equation may ^ be written UD =nDO, where R := V*. Clearly this 
implies U = U, t u and 1R = R, t 0, where U, and R, are unitary of 
order t. Therefore, we now only need to prove the result in the case 
n = m = t, i.e. in the case when D is nonsingular. So assume D is n X n 
nonsingular and write D = AE, where A is a positive diagonal and E is a 
unitary diagonal (so A = IDI>. We are assuming UA E = AELR, i.e. 
UAU*.UE = A-Ea. 
By the uniqueness of the polar decomposition (see e.g. [15, §9.5]), UAU* = A 
and UE = ER. The first of these equations implies U has the form (7) with 
5 = 0 (see e.g. [7, Chapter VIII, $2.41); the second equation implies U = 0, 
because E is a direct sum of scalar blocks of the same type of those of D. So 
the lemma is proved. n 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let r, J1, . . . , Js, and 2 be as in (4)-(6). For S ~9, the 
following conditions are pairwise equivalent: 
(a) At-, S> is convex. 
(b) S is convex, and the relations 
b E S, a ELF+, a, <W b,, and al -X bJ fir i = l,...,s (10) 
imply a E S. 
(c) S is convex, Ep4(S) C S, and N,(S) c Sfir all ( p, q) E lJ(J, x Ji : 1 
< i < s} U (Z X Z) and k E Z. 
Proof. (a) * (c): Let x, y E S and A E [O, 11. As Diag(x) and Diag( y) 
lie in d(r, S), we have Diag(Ax + (1 - h)y) Ed(r, S). By definition of 
d(r, S), Diag(Ax + (1 - A)y) 1s unitarily equivalent to Diag(a) for some a 
in S; as a ~9, and Ax + (1 - h)y ES+, we must have a = Ar + (1 - 
A) y. This shows the convexity of S. To proceed, assume that (p, q) E IJ{J, 
x Ji : 1 Q i < s} u (Z X Z), p < q, and k E Z. Then we have 
1 
E,,x = ~q_p_l~~~P~ and Nkx=i(x+x-), 
where P runs over the permutation matrices that fix the vector entries with 
indices outside { p, . . . , q}, and x- is given by xi := xi if i < k, and 
XI7 := -x if j > k. Clearly Diag( -x) and Diag( Px) lie in Ah, S). There- 
fore Dia&E x) and Diag(Nk x) 1’ re in d(r, S). Hence E,, x and Nk x he in 
S, as requir:J to complete the proof of(c). 
(c> * (b): Let a and b satisfy (10). For each i = 1, . . . , s let us apply [33, 
Theorem 2.21 (which follows by an argument given in [14]) to the vectors aJi 
and b, : as al < b,, we have aI_ = Qi b , where Qi is a product of ri X ri 
doubly’ stochastic matrices, each of whit i; 
‘Y)E,,, 
is of the following type: aZ, + (1 
- where 1 < p < q < ri. Then we apply [33, Theorem 2.41 to a, 
and b,: as a, -c~ b,, we have az = Q,b,, where QZ is a product of 
(n - t) x (n - t) matrices each of which is of one of the types cuZ,_ t + (1 
- cu)E,, or PI,_, -I- (1 - p)Nk, with (Y, p E [0, l] and 1 < p, q, k ,< n - t. 
We thus have a = Qb, where Q denotes the matrix Qr t ... t Qs t QZ. 
Obviously Q is equal to the product 
(It + Qz))j (Zr,+ .- +rk_, + Qk + In-.,- .- -rk). 
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Therefore, Q is a product of n X n doubly stochastic matrices, each of which 
is of one of the types 
aZ + (1 - cx)E,, or /3Z + (1 - fi)iVk 
with (Y, p E 10, 11 and p, 4, k as in (c). By (c), (aZ + (1 - a)Ep,XS> C S 
and (PZ + (1 - P)N~)(s> c S. By induction, Q(S) C S. Therefore a = Qb 
lies in S. 
(b) * (a): Assume (b) holds, let A, B E&(r, S) and A E [O, 11, and 
define E := AA + (1 - A)B. Let a := s(A) and b := s(B). Clearly a, b E S. 
By Lemma 2.2, A = A, t 0.. +A, i- A,+i and B = B, + a** +B, -C B,+i, 
where Ai and Bi are Hermitian of order r, and have spectra a 
respectively, for i = 1, . . . , s, a, = s( A,s + i , an ) 
and bit, 
d b, = s( B, + 1). Cfearly 
E=E,t .a* tE, t E,s+l, 
where E, := AA, + (1 - h)B, for k = 1,. . . , s + 1. Define e E [w” as fol- 
lows: e is the spectrum of Ei for i = 1, . . . , s, and e, = s(E,+ 1>. By 151, the 
eigenva ues of Ai, Bi, and Ei satisfy ‘i 
elz < hali + (1 - A)$, for i = l,...,s. (11) 
By [6], the singular values of A,, i, B, + 1, and E, + 1 satisfy 
eZ <W Au, + (1 - A)b,. (12) 
As S is convex and a, b E S, we have Aa + (1 - A)b E S. By definition of e, 
the matrix E lies in k?$r, e). Moreover, as we are assuming tb), the relations 
(11) and (12) imply e E S. Thus, Equation (9) yields E E&r, S>. This 
proves the convexity of &r, S). n 
3. MAIN RESULT 
We recall from [32, $31 that a face F of B, is called standard if its 
relative interior intersects 9 +; moreover the trace of the face F is defined 
bY 
TrF := F f1~2+. 
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Denote by b = (6,, . . . , b,)* the barycenter of F. Then F is a standard face 
of B, if and only if b lies in 9+. Assume F is standard. Let pi, . . . , p,$ be 
the distinct, positive entries of b in decreasing order, and for each i E 
11,. . . I s), let ri be the number of times Pi occurs in the sequence b,, . . . , b,. 
Then 
r := (rl,..., r,) 
is called the sequence ofbaycentric multiplicities of F. In the present setting, 
the sets defined as in (5)-(6) are, according to [32, $41, denoted by C,, . . . , C, 
and Z,, respectively, and called the p&asses. Thus, if we let 5 := n - r1 
- *** -r S’ the integers ri, . . . , rs, 5 are the cardinalities of the p,-classes. 
Note that, in case F = B,, we have b = 0, s = 0, T empty, and Z, = 
{l, . . . , n}. 
The set PF of all generalized permutation matrices P such that P(F) = F 
is called in [32] the group of symmetries of F. We point out that, with the 
above definition of r, one has 
Finally we recall that, for any x E F, there exists a symmetry P ~9~ such 
that PX = 1~1~. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(I) Let F be a standardface of B,. As above, r = (rl, . . . , r,) denotes the 
sequence of baycentric multiplicities of F. For any unitary matrices Q and R 
of orders rn and n respectively, the set 8 given by 
8 = QA(r, F) R (13) 
is a face of B,. 
(II) Conversely, if 8 is a nonempty face of B,, there exist unitary 
matrices Q and R and 
defined in ~(I). 
a standard face F of B, satisfying (13), with r as 
(III) Let 8, F, and r be as in (I) and (II), and let G be the baycenter of 
Z?. Then: 
(a) G has exactly s positive, distinct singular values, say c1 > .*a > &, 
with multiplicities rl, . . . , rS, respectively. 
(b) Q E Z(n) and R E Z/z/(m) satisfy (13) if and only if 
G = Q Diag( s( G)) R. 
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Proof of (I). Without loss of generality we shall assume that Q = I, and 
R = I,,. Now we have to prove that 8 :=A(r, F) is a face of Z?,. 
First of all we show that 
g=.k’(r,TrF) and TrF={s(X):XE8}. (14) 
Clearly, to prove the first identity of (14), we only have to show that 
J(r,TrF) XA(r, F). 
For, let X EA(r, F). There exist x E F and a pair (U, V) E L%‘~ such that 
X = U Diag(z) V. In [32] we showed that 1 XI I = Px, where P is a symmetry 
of F; as this implies P E ~?/~c,(n), we easily find W E %!=(rn> such that 
(P, W) E LY* and P Diag(x) W = Diag(]xll); therefore X = UPT 
Diag(I X 1 I ) WTV; as 1 X 1 I E Tr F (see [32, Proposition 3.511, we have 
X EL(r, Tr F). The second identity of (14) follows easily from [32, Proposi- 
tion 3.51, because 1 X / 1 = s(X) f or any X and r as above. So (14) holds. 
By [32, Proposition 4.21 item (b) of Theorem 2.4 holds for S := Tr F, and 
thus g is convex. 
Now we let A, B E B, and A ~10, l[ be such that 
C := AA + (1 - h)B lies in 8. (15) 
To complete the proof of part (I) o our theorem, we only have to show that f 
A, B E 8. The argument is a bit long. We firstly observe the following facts, 
which hold for all X E 8. By the definition of 8?, X may be partitioned as 
x=x, t ... tx, t xF+l’ where X, is an rp X rp Hermitian matrix, for 
p = l,..., s. By (14), X,, . . . , X, are nonnegative definite, because Tr F is a 
subset of g+. Denote diad X) by d = (d,, . . . , dJT, and let u = ((or, . . . , 
unlT be the vector s( X) of the singular values of X. Note that the vector 
d, = (dj : i E C 
hoLever, dzl; = 
)T, which is the diagonal of X,, has nonnegative entries; 
(di : t < i < n), which is the diagonal of X,, i, may have 
negative (and even nonreal) entries. The vector a, is the spectrum of X 
for p = l,..., s, and the entries of a, are the singklar values of X, + i. Wit K 
this notation we have 
F 
Idlz, <w uzF and dc. -C acp for p = 1, . . . . s. (16) 
T_o see that Idlz, <w uzZF is true, partition X,, 1 as XS+i = [ii X,], where 
Xi is a square (3 X 3) matrix. By the interlacing inequalities for singular 
values [40] we have s(Xi) < ozz,. As we pointed out just below Theorem 1.2, 
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the following relation holds: ]&ag(X,)] +w s<X,> (this appears in [42] and 
also in [26,37]); therefore, we have Idlz, $ oi,. The second part of (16) is a 
well-known result of [16]. 
As u E F, the relations (16) combined with [32, Proposition 4.11 yield 
d E F and IdI E F. As the relations (16) also hold with d replaced by ‘3(d) 
and by (d,, . . . , d,,O, . . . , O)T, [32, Proposition 4.21 again yields S(d) E F 
and Cd,, . . . , d,, 0,. . . , OIT E F. Therefore 
{Diag(X),Diag(!R(X)),Diag(]X]),Diag,(X)) C8, 
(17) 
{diag(%(X)),diag(IXI),diag,(X)} CF 
for any X E 8. Keep in mind that diag,(X) > 0. We shall use these 
conclusions with AA + (1 - h)B substituted for X. 
We next prove that 
diag( %( A)) and diag,( ‘%( A)) belong to F; (18) 
diag,( A) is real and nonnegative and belongs to F. (19) 
To prove (18) observe that, as A lies in ~%(a, B,), (17) implies diag(%( A)) 
E B and diag(lAl) 
B, playing th 
E B [here we have applied (17) with the standard face 
e role of Ff for the same reason we have diag(!R( B)) E B, and 
diag(] BI) E B,. Moreover, taking diagonals of real parts in the definition (15) 
of C we obtain 
diag(%(C)) = hdiag(%(A)) + (1 - h)diag(%(B)). 
By (17), diag(%(C)) E F. Therefore diag(%( A)) E F, because F is a face of 
B,. From the definition (15) of C we also get 
diag,(%(C)) = hdiag,(ZR(A)) + (1 - A)diag,(%(B)). 
The argument we have used just above also shows that diag,(%( A)) E F. 
Therefore (18) holds. 
To prove (19) we shall get a contradiction from the assumption ]akk] > 
%(ukk) for some k E 11,. . . , t}. By (18) and by [32, Theorem 4.11 we have 
%(aii) > 0 for i = 1,. . . , t. Moreover, by (3) and s(A) E B , we have 
diag(]A]) E B,. As diag(]A]) >/ diag,(%(A)) > 0 and the kta entry of 
diag(] A() is strictly greater than the kth entry of diagt(!R( A)), we may apply 
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[32, Proposition 3.7(2.4)] to get k E Z,. But Z, = {i : t < i < n), and SO 
k > t. This contradiction proves (19). 
Partition A as A = ( Ai. : 1 < i, j < s + l), with Ai, an ri X ri matrix 
for i = l,..., s. Of course, or any (U, V) E gr, the matrices A’ := UAV and t 
B’ := UBV also lie in B,, and C’ := UCV satisfies the condition 
C’ = hA’ + (1 - A)B’ E 8, 
which parallels (15). Th erefore, A’ also satisfies (18)-(19). In particular, for 
any i E (1,. . . , S} and any W E ?/(ri), W*AiiW has nonnegative diagonal 
entries. This means that, for i E 11,. . . , s), 
w*Aiiw > 0 for any vector w in K’l . (20) 
In case 06 = @, the condition (20) means that Aii is Hermitian nonnegative 
definite. However, if od = [w, (20) d oes not imply A,, = Ayj. To prove the 
symmetry of Aii in the real case we need a deeper argument. Let us get a 
contradiction from the 
ASSUMPTION. 
K = [w and, for some i E { 1,. . . , s} , Aii is not symmetric. (21) 
There exist p and q in the p&ass Ci such that p < q and ap4 # aclp; 
this means that the matrix 
(22) 
is not symmetric. By (20) uT~u > 0 for any u E [w’; this property is 
equivalent to the fact that 
[ 
aPP (aVl + a,,)/2 
(aPY + a,,)/2 
a 
vq 1 (23) 
is nonnegative definite. In particular, the determinant of (23) is nonnegative. 
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aPP a4Y > ( ap4 1: a4p)2 = ap4aqp + ( apy 1 a4f’)2 > apqaqp. 
This shows that det L > 0. ir'wt‘ let (Y and /3 be the singular values of (22) 
so that (Y > p > 0, then the following relations hold: 
app + a44 G f2 + P, 
aP = appaqq - apyayp) 
a2 + /?’ = a”pp + a& + lapy12 + la,p12. 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
The inequalities (24) and (25) were proved in [6]. Using (26) and (27) we get 
(a + p)” = a2 + p2 + 2(a,,a,, - apyayp) 
= (%P + ayv12 + Cap4 - a4rl)2 
> (app + ayq12. 
Therefore, (25) is a strict inequality. Hence, it is easy to find real numbers a’ 
and p’ such that 
(a,,’ a44 ) < (a’, P’) -c (a> @)a (28) 
app < a’ or ayr, < p’. (29) 
(For example, in case aPP < aqy, 
then let cr’ := LY + p - p’.) 
we may choose /?’ := max{ p, app} and 
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For any (w, 0) E [w2 define a( w, 0) E R” as the vector whose ith entry 
is given by 
(‘ii for i E {l,..., t} \ {p,q}, 
[a(w,8)li:= y I Lz izr’ 0 for t<i<n. (30) 
Note that diag,( A) = a(;,,, u~,~,). Let A^ be the n x m matrix given by 
iii := a,, for 1 < i < n, apq := up’,, iiqp := u(,~, and G.k := 0 for all other 
entries. Clearly, there exist permutation matrices P an d T of orders IZ and A 
m, respectively, such that PAT has the following pattern: 
(31) 
where the stars represent the elements uii, in some order, for i E (1,. . . , n}, 
i # p, q, and the nonspecified elements are zero. We may apply Theorem 1.2 
(with k = ?-:=n - 1, 77, = /_L~ := 2, and vj = /.L~ := 1 for j = 2,. . . , n - 1) 
to compare the singular values of PAT with those of (31): in the current 
notation, (2) means that 
s(i) <lL. s(A). 
As we are assuming A E B,, we have s( A) E B, and therefore S( A^> E B,. 
Clearly, the vector a( CY, p ) may be obtained from s(k) by zeroing out some 
of the entries of S( A>, followed by a permutation. Thus 
a( cr, p) lies in I?,. (32) 
The relations (28) imply 
diag,( A) =G a( a’, P’) < a(a, P), (33) 
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Thus a(&, p’) lies in B,, because of (32). By (29), the entrywise inequality 
diag,(A) Q a(cd, p’) is strict at one of the entries p or q. Applying [32, 
Proposition 3.7(2.4)]: we obtain either p E 2, or q E 2,. This means that 
p > t or q > t. On the other hand, p and q lie in the p,-class Ci and we 
know that Ci c {l, . . . , t]. This contradiction proves that our assumption (21) 
does not hold. So, in case K = R and in case K = C, we have proved 
Foreachi E {l,..., s}, Aii is an rj X ri, Hermitian, nonnegative definite 
matrix. 
Therefore, we may choose (U, V) E .?Y,, such that UAV = ( A’ij : 1 < i, j 
< s + 1) satisfies: for each i E (1, . . . , s + l}, Aij is a nonnegative diagonal 
matrix, with diagonal elements in decreasing order. Thus, the diagonal entries 
of A:i are the eigenvalues of Aii for i = 1,. . . , s, and the diagonal entries of 
A’,+r,,+r are the singular values of A,+r, s+l. To save notation we shall 
assume, as we may, that A satisfies the above property, that is: 
For each i E 11, . . . , s + l}, Aij is a nonnegative diagonal matrix, with 
diagonal elements in decreasing order. 
(This assumption carries no loss of generality, because our aim is to prove the 
assertion A E 8, which is obviously equivalent to A’ E 8.) So the matrix D 
given by 
D := A,, + ... ‘CA,, + AS+l,S+l 
is a nonnegative diagonal matrix, and diag( D) = diag( A). By (18), diad D> 
lies in F. As F is a standard face of B,, we may apply [32, Theorem 4.11 to 
obtain the following: for j E (1, . . . , s), any diagonal entry of Ajj is greater or 
equal than any diagonal entry of Aj+ 1 j+ 1. This proves that the diagonal 
entries of A are in decreasing order. We may express our conclusions as 
follows: 
D is a diagonal matrix and diag( A) = diag( D) = s(D) E F. (34) 
We are now going to show that A = D. We will get a contradiction from 
the assumption: there exist i, j E { 1, . . . , s + l} such that i # j and Aij # 0. 
We split this assumption into two cases. 
Case 1: Thereexistp,q E {l,..., n} such that p < q, p is not p,-equiv- 
alent to q, and the matrix 
aPP aP9 
[ 1 aqP aw (35) 
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is not diagonal. Note that (34) implies uPP > uq4 > 0. If we let (Y and P 
be the singular values of (35), so that (Y > P > 0, then the following 
inequalities hold: 
app G a, 
app + aqq G ff + P, 
aPP 
-a 4Y Q (y - Pa (38) 
afp + a& < (Y’ + p2. (39) 
The first two inequalities were proved in [6]; (38) appeared in [26, 37, 421; 
and (39) follows from the well-known identity (27). If cr = app, then (36)-(38) 
yield p = aqy, which contradicts (39); therefore 
a > app. (40) 
For any (w, 0) E R2 define a(w, 0) E R” as the vector whose ith entry is 
given by 
i 
‘ii for i=(l)..., n} \(p,q], 
[a(o, f3)], := 0 for i = p, (41) 
8 for i = q. 
Clearly, diag( A) = a(app, as4>. So (36)-(37) imply diag(A) <w a(a, /3). 
Define an n x m matrix A^ as we did just below (30). With a(w, 0) as 
defined in (41), it is clear that a( (Y, P) L = s(A). The arguments involving the 
matrix PAT displayed in (31) and the subsequent application of Theorem 1.2 
to that matrix are also available in the current situation. These arguments 
yield 
a(cx,/3)J liesin B,. 
We now have two subcases: 
Subcase 1’: aq4 > 0. Define p’ := max{O, upp + aqq - (~1 and a’ := app 
+ a49 - p’. It is easy to check that our assumption aqq > 0, (36)-X38), and 
(40) imply (Y’ > p’ > 0, (app, aqq> + (a’, P’) 6 (a, P), and aPP < a’. 
Therefore 
diag( A) E]a( o’, P’),a( P’, a’)[. 
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As 0 G a( cd, p’) Q a(cr, /3X the vectors a(&, /?‘I and a( p’, a’) he in B,. 
As diag( A) E F [cf. (3411, we have a( d, p’> E F and a( p’, a’) E F, be- 
cause F is a face of B,. Now observe that CY’ > p’, so there exist u and v in 
ri F satisfying up > uq and up < vs. By [32, Proposition 3.71 this implies 
p pF q. This contradicts the initial assumption made on p and 9. 
Subcase 1”: aq4 = 0. 
have a( (Y, 0) E B, 
As 0 < a(a,O) Q a(a, p) and a(a, /?) E B,, we 
as well. In this subcase the inequalities 0 Q diag( A) < 
a(cx,O> and aPP < (Y hold. As diag( A) E F, we may apply [32, Proposition 
3.7(~.4)] to obtain p E 2,. On the other hand, as p < 9, 9 lies in Z, as 
well. Again we get the contradiction p pF 9. 
Case 2: There exist p and 9 such that 1 < p < t, n < 9 < m, and 
aP4 # 0. Here we define (Y := dm, and 
T 
a’y (a,,,...,ap-,,p-l,(Y,ap+l,p+l,...,ann) . 
Clearly a $ = s< A?, where A is defined as in case 1, except that we do not 
define a^ . The arguments for the present case are not too different from 
those of EIse 1. Here we use again Theorem 1.2, in a similar, convenient way, 
to get s(A) +w s(A) and thus a E B,. As 0 < diag( A) Q a and apP < (Y, 
[32, Proposition 3.7(2.4)] shows that p E Z,. But this contradicts p < t. 
We have just completed the proof that A = D. 
Now (34) implies A E 8. The same arguments applied to B give B E 8. 
Therefore 8 is a face of B,. a 
Warning. The rest of the proof of Theorem 3.1 is organized in several 
lemmas. In these lemmas the symbol r (and consequently s, t, rl, . . . , rSI is 
defined in a different way from its previous definition in part (I) of Theorem 
3.1. It will turn out that these definitions agree. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 8 be a nonempty face of B,, and G the baycenter of 
8. Define t := rank G, and let p1 > *a* > t+ > 0 be the positive singular 
values of G. Let Q and R be unitary matrices such that 
G=QDiag(pl ,..., /_L~,O ,..., 0)R. 
Denote by (I > *** > 5, > 0 the distinct t_~‘s, and let rl,. . . , r, be their 
respective multiplicities; note that our notation implies 
Diag( pu, ..., pt,O ,..., 0) = eiz,., + *** t&Z, + 0. 
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Then we have 
(42) 
where r := (rl, . . . , rs) and Y:= {s(X) : X E g}. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we shall assume that G is already the 
diagonal matrix 
G = Wr, + .a* t .&FIT7 t 0. (43) 
We then have to prove 8 =.d(r,fi. For any U E g(n) and V E g/(m) the 
mapping fu,v : H”~“” + K”, In given by fLr \,( X) := UXV is an affine auto- 
morphism of B,. Clearly, if (U, V) E .Yr?,: then UGV = G and therefore 
f,,&%=) = ?% (cf. [32, Th eorem 2.11). We shall consider below automorphisms 
fu, v for several simple choices of (U, V ) in 9,.. 
For any X E Dd”,” we shall partition X in two ways according to r: 
and X=(Xij:l<i,j<s+l), (44 
where X, is t x t (note that t = rl + **a +r,) and Xii is ri X ri for 
i = l,..., s. Thus Xs+r.s+r is (n - t) X (m - t). 
The proof of our lemma is organized as a sequence of statements which 
are displayed and numbered and followed by proofs. The first claim is 
Zf XEZ?[[XE~~~], then 
Xr + 0, Diag( X), and Diag,( X) also lie in 8 [ri a]. (45) 
For, if we put U := I, and V := I, t ( -Z,_t), then ZJSYV = 8 and therefore 
X’ := ~(UXV + X) lies in S?. Next we let U’ := I, +(-I,_,) and V’ := Zm; 
clearly U’X’V’ E 8, and therefore $(U’X’V’ + X’) E 8’ as well. Note that 
the latter matrix is precisely X, + 0. Now let us multiply by - 1 the k th row 
and the k th column of X, and denote by XL the matrix so obtained. As 
XL E 8 we also have 
fk( X) := i( XL + X) belongs to 8. (46) 
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Clearly f,(X) is obtained from X by changing to zero all off-diagonal 
elements in row k and all off-diagonal elements in column k. It is then 
obvious that Diag(X) =fifi a** f,(X) belongs to 8. We also point out that 
if X E ri 8, then all matrices we have just obtained belong to ri 8 as well. 
This proves (45). 
Next we prove 
Any X in ri B has rank at least t . (47) 
For, let X E ri 8, and let Ux and Vx be unitary such that X = Ux DV,, with 
D := Diag(s( X)). A ssume X has rank 4, so that D = D’ i 0, where D’ is a 
4 X q nonsingular diagonal. Let R := Ux[ I, + ( - Z,_,)]U,* ; as fi is unitary 
and LRX = X and X E ri 8, the result [32, Theorem 2.11 implies n(g) = 8, 
and therefore &IG = G. By Lemma 2.3, (0, Z,) E g=, and so we have 
n = z* + a’, where R’ E %/(n - t). The definition of R implies R has 
eigenvalue 1 with multiplicity q. Therefore q > t, as required to prove (47). 
Our next claim is 
Zf XE~‘, then ‘%(Diag(X)) ~E’and ‘%(xii) >Ofori=l,...,t. 
(48) 
By (45) we only have to prove (48) in case X is diagonal; so let X = 
Diag( xi, . . . , ,y,). As G [given by (43)] lies in ri 8, there exist Y E 8 and 
77 l ]0,1[ such that G = TX + (1 - q)Y. We also have 
G = q%(X) + (1 - q)%(Y). (49) 
As both X and G are diagonal and 71 f 1, Y is diagonal as well: so we have 
$(8(X>) < I,!J(X) and @(S(Y)) < J/(Y), and therefore S(X) and 9?(Y) 
lie in B,; (49) h s ows that l%(X), %(Y)[nS f 0, and so R(X) E 8, 
because 8 is a face of B,. 
Assume, to obtain a contradiction, that !R( xk) < 0 for some k lying in 
(1,. . . , t}. Note that the open segment ]G, %(X)[ is contained in ri (i?‘> and 
all its elements are real diagonal matrices. Moreover, our assumption implies 
the existence of a diagonal matrix, say Diag(G,, . . . , tin>, lying in the interval 
]G, ‘%(X)[, such that 6, = 0. By (45), Diag(Gi, . . . , 6,, 0,. . . , 0) also lies in 
ri 8; but this matrix has rank less than t, in contradiction with (47). This 
proves (48). 
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We now prove the following: 
Let r, y E K” sutisfy Diag(r) E 8, Diasy) E I+,, and 3(X,) G IyiI 
for i = 1,. . . , t. Then 
%( xi) = I yil for i = l,...,t. (50) 
We shall get a contradiction from the assumption: ‘3(x,) < Iyk( for some 
k E {l,. . . , t}. Define u and u in R” as follows: ui = vi := %(xi) for 
iE(l,...,t}\(k);~~:=(y~l;V~:= -Iy,];anduj=vj:=Ofort<j<n. 
Clearly we have [cf. (4811 
0 G u < I yl and 0 f lul < I yl. 
As I y 1 E B,, we have U, u E B, as well, and therefore Diag(u), Diag(v) E I$,. 
The relation 
Diag,( ‘%( x)) E]Diag(u), Diag(u)[ (51) 
holds by construction of u and u. On the other hand, combining (45) with 
(48), we obtain Diag,(%(x)) E Z?. So (51) implies Diag(zj) E Ep, because 8 
is a face of B,. However, this contradicts (48), because uk is negative. We 
have proved (50). 
We now go one step further and show 
Zf X E 8, then xii is realfor i = 1, . . . , t. (52) 
Let us apply (50) with x := diag(X) and y := Ix I. By (451, these vectors 
satisfy all the hypotheses of (50). Therefore, !R(xii> = lxiil for i = 1,. . . , t. 
This proves (52). 
Now recall the notation X = (Xij : 1 =G i, j < s + 1) of (44), and assume 
X E 8. If, for k E 11,. . . , s}, we multiply the kth row of blocks of X by 
U, E %(rk) on the left, and multiply the k th column of blocks by I_$? on the 
right, we obtain a new matrix X” = (Xi)) lying in 8. Obviously Xl, = 
Uk Xkk U,*. By (48) and (52), the diagonal elements of X& are all real 
nonnegative. Moreover, combining (45), (47), (481, and (52) we easily see that 
the diagonal entries of Xl, are all positive in case X lies in r-i 8. Therefore, 
in case K = C, we have proven the following: 
x,, > . . . > X,, are Hermitian nonnegative [ positive] definite. (53) 
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Now, we are going to show (53) in the real case. Clearly, we only need to 
prove that X,,, . . . , X,, are symmetric. We shall get a contradiction from the 
following assumption: H = R’ and there exists A E 8 such that Aii is not 
symmetric, for some i E (1, . . . , s) [here, of course, we have partitioned A as 
A = ( Aij : 1 < i, j =G s + l), according to (44)]. Note that the current as- 
sumption is similar to (21) and that part of the arguments given under (21) 
also apply to the present setting. So we may let p and q satisfy the conditions 
introduced just below (21) and redo everything from (22) up to (33). Our 
conclusion is 
a( o’, p’) lies in B,, (54) 
because of (32). Let us apply (50) with x := diag,( A) and y := a( d, fl’). 
Clearly, the current values of x and y satisfy the hypotheses of (SO) [for 
example, the relation Diag( y) E B, is precisely (5411. So the conclusions of 
(50) hold; in the current notation, that means diag,( A) = a(&, P’). How- 
ever, this contradicts (29). This contradiction shows Aii is symmetric for 
i=l , . . . , s and I-6 = R. This completes the proof of (53). 
Our next claim is 
lies in 8, where A, is t X t, 
then A, [ A31 is either empty or zero. (55) 
To prove this it is enough to analyze the case A E ri 8, so we assume this is 
the case. We shall obtain a contradiction from the assumption that A, is 
nonempty and nonzero (the proof that “A, is nonempty and nonzero” leads 
to a contradiction may be similarly worked out). We already know that 
B := Al 0 
[ 1 
and C := Al A, 
0 0 [ 0 0 1 
also lie in ri Z’. Let b := s(B) and c := s(C). By the interlacing inequalities 
for singular values [40], we have 0 < b < c. Moreover bf + ... +b,” = 
tdBB*) and cf + . . . +cF = tr(CC*>. So as we are assuming A, # 0, we 
have bf + ... +bf < cf + ... +cf, and therefore there exists k E (1,. . . , t} 
such that b, < ck. Define d, e E R” by di = ei := bi for i # k, d, := ck, 
and ek := -ck. We have 0 < d = lel < c and c E B,; it follows that d, e E 
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B, as well. Clearly h E Id, e[ and therefore 
Diag(h) E]Diag(d),Diag(e)[ c B,. (56) 
There exist U, E g/(n) and V, E g(m) such that B = U, Diag(b) Va, and 
so we obtain from (56) 
B E U,*]Diag(d),Diag(e)[ *V’s, 
As B E ri Z and g is a face of B,, the interval 
u,.]Diag(cl),Diag(e)[ *V’s 
is contained in ri 8; however, by the definition of d and e, the midpoint of 
this interval has rank less than t and lies in ri 8. This conclusion contradicts 
(47), and thus we have proved (55). 
Partition A as we did with X in (44), A = ( Aij : 1 Q i, j < s + l), and 
recall the notation or, . . . , Js, 2 introduced in (5)-(6). Let us prove that 
Zf A E ri 8 and i, E J1,. . . , i, E Js, then aili, > ..* > aiYi, > 0. 
Moreover, aiTi, > lajkl for any t <j < n and t < k < m. (57) 
For i E {l,..., t) we already know that aii > 0. We will get a contradiction 
from the following assumption: there exist p, 4, j and k such that 1 < p < 9 
. G, the barycenter of 8, satisfies g.. > g,, 
a~~‘&EJ%~ ti:ze T:t %aszi,k matrix D, lying in [Diag( A), G[, &ch tha; 
djj = d,,; this means that ?;.k D?;; = D, where Tjk [T$l is the n X n [m X ml 
permutation matrix corresponding to the transposition (j, k). As X * l& X3; 
is an affne automorphism of B, and D E ri 8, [32, Theorem 2.11 implies 
qkE$ = 2’. It follows that qkG2;; = G, which is clearly false and thus 
yields the contradiction we were looking for. 
To complete the proof of (57) we shall get a contradiction from the 
assumption that there exist p, j, and k such that 1 < p < t, t <j < n, 
t < k < m, and app < IajJ. Using a pair (P, P’) E zr of permutation matri- 
ces, we may place the element a,, in the position (t + 1, t + 1); so we may 
assume, without loss of generality, that aPP G Iat+ 1, t+ II. By (451, Diag( A) E 
rig. As (Z,+r +(-Z,_,_r>, Z,) E gr, the diagonal matrix V := [Z,+i 
t ( - Z,, _ t _ ,)]Diag( A) belongs to ri 8. So the n X m matrix 
A:=Diag(a,,,...,a,,,a,+l,,+,,~ ,..., 0), 
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which is the midpoint of the interval [V, Diag( A)], also lies in ri 8. Multiply- 
ing the (1 + t)th row of A by exp[ -i arg(ujk)] (which equals f 1 in case 
D6 = R), we still get a matrix of ri 8; this means that we may assume, without 
loss of generality, that a,, l,t+l > 0. Then the segment [A, Gl, which is 
contained in ri 8, contains a diagonal matrix A’ such that Sip = Si+ l,t+ r. 
This leads, in the same way as a few lines above, to the contradiction 
T p,t+lGT;,t+l = G. The proof of (57) is now complete. 
Next we show 
fordistinctiandjin{l,...,s + 1). (58) 
In (55) the above claim is proved for i = s + 1 or j = s + 1. We shall now 
prove (58) in case A E ri 8 and 1 < i <j < s. Assume Aij # 0 for some 
i,j E {l,..., s), i < j. We seek a contradiction. There exist p E Ji and 
q E Jj such that a 
J” 
# 0; clearly 1 < p < q < s. Recall the definition of fk 
given in (46) an let F be the composition of all mappings fk for 
k E (1,. . . , n) \ {p, q} <tr ese mappings clearly commute). Obviously, the 
matrix M := F,,(A) lies in ri 8, and its entries are m,, = aii for i E 
(l,..., d, mp4 = ups, m4p = a4p, and all the remaining entries zero. 
We now go back to a previous notation [cf. (35)-(39)] and to our previous 
argument just below (39). Denoting by cr and P, cr > /3 > 0, the singular 
values of (35) then we know (36)-(39) hold. As u44 > 0 [cf. (57)1, we may 
argue as in subcase I’ of the proof of part (I) of Theorem 3.1: there exist o’ 
and p’ such that (Y’ > p’ > 0, (upp, Use) -C (a’, p’) Q (a, P), and a < o’. 
For real w and 8 let D( w, 0) be the n X m diagonal matrix whose Jagonal 
is the vector a( w, 0) defined as in (41) [in the present case, a( 0, 0) may have 
nonreal entries]. By (45), D(u,,, Use) = Diag( A) lies in ri 8. As M E B, 
and D( cr, p ) is unitarily equivalent to M, we have D( (Y, P ) E B,; hence 
D(a’, /3’) and D( p’, a’) also lie in B,, because 0 < D( or, p’) < D( (Y, j3) 
and D( p’, (Y’) is permutationally similar to D(a’, P’). Therefore, the rela- 
tion 
W,,) u4& l ]D( a’, P’>> D( P’> a’>[, 
which holds by construction, implies D( P’, a’) E 8, because 8 is a face of 
B,. As p’ < (Y’, there exists a matrix X E ri 8 satisfying xPP < xq9. But this 
contradicts (57). This contradiction proves (58) in case A E ri 8 and i < j. 
The case i > j is similar to the preceding one. The general case, A E 8, 
follows by a classical continuity argument. 
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It is now time to finish the proof of our lemma. Let A E 8. We have 
proved that 
A = A,, + --- +A,, + A,+L,+I, 
where Aii is Hermitian nonnegative definite, of order ri, for i E {l, . . . , s}; 
so there exists (U, V) E .%‘r such that UAV is a nonnegative diagonal, and we 
may even choose such a pair (U, V) E g,, in such a way that 
UAV = D, t .a. +D, t Ds+l, (59) 
where Di = s(A,,) for i = l,..., s + 1. As VAV E 8, by (57) the diagonal 
elements of UAV are in decreasing order, that is, UAV = Diads( A)). 
Obviously s(A) E Y:= {s(X) : X E E’}, and so A E_d(r,fi. Conversely, 
assume X ~d(r,fl. By definition of M(r,fl there exist A E Z and 
(a, I?> E 9,. such that X = R Diag(s( A)) I. But we have just proved that 
Diag(s( A)) = UAV f or some (U, V ) E gr. Therefore X E RU8V I. As 
fiU8V I = 8, we have X E 8. Thus 8 =.H(r, a, and the present lemma 
is proved. n 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 8, r, and Ydenote the same entities as in the previous 
lemma. Then 7i.s the trace of a standard face of B,. Zf we denote by F that 
standard face, then r is the sequence of baycentric multiplicities of F, and 
we have 
_d(r,.Y) =A(r, F). (60) 
Proof. By the previous lemma A(r, fl is convex; therefore 7 is convex, 
by Theorem 2.4. Now let x, y E B, satisfy lx, y[ n Y# 0. There exists 
h E 10, l[ such that b := Ax + (1 - A) y E S; and therefore there is B E 8 
such that s(B) = b. Choose unitary U and V satisfying B = U Diag(b)V. 
Then 
B=hUDiag(x)V+(l-h)UDiag(y)V. 
As U Diag(r) V and U Diag( y) V belong to B,, they also belong to 8, 
because 8 is a face of B, . By definition of Yand because s(Diag( z>> = 1 z 1 1 , 
the vectors (xl1 and I ylJ 1 ie in 9; By [32, Theorem 5.11 there is a standard 
face F of B, whose trace is 5 
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Next we prove that r is the sequence of barycentric multiplicities of F. As 
before, we may assume that G, the barycenter of 8, is the diagonal matrix 
Diag(s(G)), where s(G) = ( ,u,, . . . , p,jT is the column vector having as 
entries the singular values of G, ZJ, > 1-a 2 Z.Q, > 0. 
Let p, 4 E (1, . . . , n} satisfy pup = z+,. For any b E S; the vector a := 
E,, b obviously satisfies (10) (with S replaced by ~9. Therefore, by Theorem 
2.4, E,, b E 5 this shows E,,,(n C S; and hence we may apply [32, 
Theorem 6.31 to get p pF y. 
Conversely, assume p pF q. By [32, Theorem 6.31, we have E,,(fl C Y 
and therefore E,,s(G) E 5 Define 
o* := [AZ + (1 - A)E,,]s(G), 
and assume, to obtain a contradiction, that p < q and pP > ZJ<,. For A E 
[O, 11, AZ + (1 - A)E,,, is doubly stochastic, and so we have v A < s(G), that 
is 
v; + ... +v; < p1 + *** +pu, for k = l,...,n, (61) 
with equality for k = n. As a matter of fact we have equality in (61) for all 
real A and all k E {l, . . . , p - 1) U {q, . . . , n}, and strict inequality for all 
moreover u” is positive. Therefore there 
PC < s(G); this implies veE E B,. So the obvious 
relation u” E Iv-‘, s(G)[ t-l 7 implies 
Diag(v”) E]Diag(vP’), G[ n 8; 
therefore Diag(v -‘) E 8, because Diag(v-‘) E B, and 8 is a face of B,,,. 
Afotiiori, Diag(v’) E ri 8. By (57) [applied here with A := Diag(v’>], we 
must have vi > 0:; but the truth is that vi = vi. This contradiction proves 
~..k~ = pq in case p pF q. 
So we proved Z_L~ = Z_L~ iff p pF q, as required; the proof that Z.L, = 0 iff 
n E Z, is left to the reader. This means that r is the sequence of barycentric 
multiplicities of F. Taking this into account, (60) is nothing but (141, which 
has already been proved. n 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (Conclusion). It is easily seen that parts (II) and 
(III) of our theorem are contained in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, except for the 
“only if’ part of (III)(b). 
To complete the proof of (III)(b), assume Q and R satisfy (13). If H is 
the barycenter of d(r, F), th en QHR is the barycenter of 8, that is, 
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G = QHR. This shows s(G) = s(H). On the other hand, the previous 
lemmas show that H = Diag(s(H)). Therefore G = Q Diag(s(G)) R. n 
4. DIMENSIONS 
In this section we relate the dimension of a face Z of B, with the 
dimension of the standard face of B, associated with 8. Clearly, dimensions 
are supposed to be determined over real spaces, even in case Db is the 
complex number field. To be precise, if k? is a convex subset of @“, then we 
identify @” with R2”, and then define 
dim %? := dim, aff, @Y = dimn (9 - %‘)n. 
Here, (k?? - ‘Z?)n is the real subspace of @” parallel to @ (i.e. the real 
subspace of @” generated by ‘Z? - %?‘>, and aff, g is the real affine variety 
of R2” generated by %’ (cf. [30]). Th e reader should recall the concepts of 
regular and singular p,-classes, given in [32, Definition 4.31. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 8 be a face of B,, r = (rl, . . . , rS) its baycentric 
multiplicities, and F its associated standard face. Define t := r, + 1-a +r,?, 
and let 9 := {i : Ci is regular, 1 < i < s}. We har;e 
dimg=dimF+K. 
where K is given by the f 11 o owing expressions in each case (recall we are 
assuming n < m): 
K = C (r: - ri) 
id? 
if K = C and Z, is singular, 
r.’ - ri 
K= CL-.- 
2 
if W = R and Z, is singular, 
iG+? 
K = C (r-f - ri) + ( n - t)[2(m - t - l)] 
id? 
if K=CandZ F is regular, 
r? - ri 
K= CL 
2 
+ (n - t)(m -t - 1) 
i&2 
if K = R and Z, is regular. 
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REMARK 4.2. We may combine this theorem and [32, Theorem 4.61 to 
obtain the relation between the dimension of 8 and that of c(F), the 
symmetry core of F (see Definition 4.5 of [32]). The relation is dim 8 = 
dim c(F) + 6, where S is given by the following expressions, in each case: 
S= 
S= 
S= 
S= 
if K = C and 2, is singular, 
r,” + ri c 2 - 14 if K = R and Z, is singular, 
i&T 
j&r: - [WI + 2(” - t)(m - t) 
if K = c and Z, is regular, 
riz + ri 
=, 
- I91 + (n - t)(m - t) 
i692 
if K = R’ and Z, is regular. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we shall assume that 8 =M(r, F). 
Let us denote by V the set of all x E R” such that, for every singular 
p,-class C, we have xi = xj for all i, j E C. Then define %::=.&I-, V). An 
n x m matrix A lies in 2 iff it has the form 
A=A,t ... tA, t B (62) 
where, for j E 11, . . . , s}, Aj is rj X rj Hermitian and Al is scalar in case Cj 
is a singular p,-class, and B = 0 in case Z, is singular. We shall look at V 
and SY as real vector spaces, and we define an R-linear mapping by 
dr:SY+ R”, dr( A) := diag( %( A)). 
We point out that 8 c 2 and dl(B) = F, this identity being a consequence 
of (17). We shall prove that 
ker(dr) c (B - 8)~ and dr-r(affn F) = affR&?. (63) 
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For let A E ker(dr). Then A has the form (62). Fix u E riTr F, and 
partition Diag(u) E K”,” according to (62): Diag(u) = D, t -0. -CD, t A. 
For each real 77 define 
D(v) := Diag(u) + qA. (64) 
For the current value of u let E > 0 be as given by [32, Theorem 4.41. As the 
eigenvalues and the singular values of a matrix are continuous functions of 
the matrix entries, there exists a positive 5 such that 
IIs( D, + (A,) - s( D,)IIm < E, for h = l,...,s, (65) 
Ils( A + (B) - s( A)IIm < E. (66) 
Now define 
x := s( D, + [A,) t -a. ts( D, + .$A,) t s(A + 5B). 
By (65) and (66) we have 1(x - ~11~ < E; if C, [Z,] is singular, then A, = 0 
[respectively, B = 01, and therefore xi = ui for i E C,; moreover tr A, = 0, 
and so tr D, = tr( D, + (Ah); these observations show that (a>-(e) of [32, 
Theorem 4.41 hold. By that theorem x lies in F and therefore D(t) lies in 
8. From (64) we get A = [-l(Diag(u) - D(t)), which yields A E (8 - 
S) n . We have just proved the inclusion on the left of (63). The proof of the 
identity on the right hand side of (63) may now be done in the same way as 
we proved [32, (19)], with some obvious changes (e.g. here 8 plays the role F 
played in [32, (19)]>. 
By a well-known basic result, (63) yields dim 8 = dim F + K, where K 
denotes dim ker(dr). The computation of dim ker(dr) is based on the follow- 
ing formula: 
where q is the real vector space of the ri X rj Hermitian matrices with zero 
diagonal entries in case Ci is a regular p,-class; q is zero in case Ci is a 
singular .p,-class; _Y is zero if 2, is singular; and if Z, is a regular class, _.Y is 
the real vector space of the (n - t> X (m - t) matrices over K having 
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diagonal entries with zero real parts. We clearly have 
if K = @ and Ci is regular, 
if K = Iw and Ci is regular, 
if Ci is singular 
and 
2(n - t)(m - t) - (n - t) if K = C and 2, is regular, 
(n-t)(m-t)-((n-t) if K = [w and 2, is regular, 
0 if 2, is singular. 
So, after some simple calculations, we obtain for K the expressions presented 
in the statement of the theorem. n 
5. FURTHER CONSEQUENCES AND EXAMPLES 
Here, the symbols 8, F, r, Q, and R have the same meanings as in 
Theorem 3.1. Thus, it is assumed that 
8 = Q.d(r, F)R. (67) 
We called r the sequence of barycentric multiplicities of F. It is also 
reasonable to call r the sequence of baycentric multiplicities of 8, because 
ri, . . . , rs are in fact the multiplicities of the singular values of G, the 
barycenter of 8. The standard face F is uniquely determined by 8. For this 
reason we call F the standard face of B, associated with 8. Note that all sets 
of the form fln8F, where fi and I are unitary, are faces of B,, having the 
same associated standard face of B,. 
The Cartesian product %(n> X g’(m) is a group with respect to the 
multiplication 
Clearly ZYr is a subgroup of g(n) X Y/(m). According to Lemma 2.3, Z,. is 
the set of all pairs (U, V> of unitary matrices such that Diag(b) = 
U Diag(b) V, where b is the barycenter of F. Note that (67) may be read in 
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the following way: the face B is the set of all matrices U Diag( x) V where x 
runs over F and (U, V) runs over the coset (Q, R) . S,.. On the other hand, it 
is obvious that (U, V) lies in the coset (Q, R) * Fr if and only if G = 
U Diag(s(G)) V is a singular value decomposition of G. 
In the following theorem we collect some interesting relations between F 
and diagonals of elements of 8. Our scope is to answer the question: given 
8, how can we determine F and Tr F? 
THEOREM 5.1. With the above notation (67), the following hold: 
(a) k?’ = QM(r,TrF)R and TrF = {s(X): X E 8). 
( j?) F is the set of all x E R” such that Q Diag(x) R lies in 8. 
(y) F is the set of all vectors diag(M( X>> for X running over _k’(r, F). 
Proof (a) is contained in the proof of Theorem 3.1 [see (1411, and (~1 
is an easy consequence of (17) and the definition of J(r, F). 
To prove ( /3), we may assume without loss of generality that Q = I, and 
R = I,,. The inclusion 
F c {x E [w’” : Diag( r) E&“(r, F)) 
is obvious. Conversely, assume x E R” satisfies Diag(r ) E (r, F). By Defi- 
nition 2.1, there exists w E F and (U, V) E g,. such that 
Diag( r) = U Diag(w) V. 
It is not difficult to see, using the notation (5)-(8), that this identity is 
equivalent to 
xII = Pp_y, . . .) “, = P&G,, xz = nw,, (68) 
where Pi is an ri X ri permutation matrix for i = 1,. . . , s, and l-l is a 
generalized permutation matrix of order n - t. As J1, . . . , Js, Z are the 
p,-classes, the matrix 
P := P, + ... +p, t n 
is a symmetry of F, i.e., P(F) = F. As w E F, (68) shows that x E F. This 
proves ( P >. n 
An isomety of K”, m is any K-linear mapping 7 : l-in, “’ + l-6”- In which 
preserves the standard inner product of K6”, m, that is, 
tr( AB*) = tr[ y( A)y( B)“] 
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for any A, B E K”, m. An Z?-isomety is any isometry y satisfying y(8) = 8. 
The group of all 8-isometrics seems to be hard to determine for an arbitrary 
face Z?. However, our previous results yield a nice subgroup of that group, 
namely the subgroup of all Z-isometries of the type 
f v,v 
: jy”.‘” + K”,“, j&(A) := UAV, 
where (U, V) is a given element of Z(n) X g(m). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let B be a face of B,, as given in (67). The set of all 
pairs (U, V ) E %(n) x Z(m) for which fu, v is an 8-isomety is precisely 
the following subgroup of Z(n) X Z!(m), conjugate with Z=‘,: 
(Q, R) +T(Q> R)-‘. (69) 
Proof. As fv, $,( B+) = B, , the mapping fii, v is an Z-isometry if and 
only if f,,,,(G) = G, where G is the barycenter of Z?‘. Let D := Diag(s(G)). 
Then G = QDR. We have fv, .(G) = G is and only if 
Q*UQDRVR* = D. 
By Lemma 2.3, the last identity holds if and only if (Q* UQ, RVR* ) lies in 
S’,., that is, if and only if (U, V ) lies in (69). n 
REMARK 5.3. The referee asked why the barycenter plays such an 
important role in this problem. This is a very interesting issue, but it will not 
be deeply considered in this paper. The fact that the barycenter b( K > of a 
compact convex set K c Rd is a fKed point of any affine automorphism of K 
is one of the few properties of the barycenter that were used in the present 
work and in the previous paper [32]. To be a bit more precise, in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 we only used the fact that the barycenter of 8 lies in ri 8 and is 
a fixed point of any automorphism of 8 of the form fv,v (note that in case 
K = @, fv,. is an orthogonal mapping with respect to the underlying real 
inner product space structure of @“x “>. We also point out that the only 
properties of barycenters used in [32], to produce theorems on the structure 
of a face F of B , were the following: the barycenter of F lies in ri F and is 
invariant under t a e symmetries of F. In [32, $41 the set c(F) of points of F 
which are fxed by all symmetries of F was called the symmetry core of F. 
So, as far as almost all results of [32] are concerned, the role of the 
barycenter of F may be played by any element of the set c(F) n ri F. This is 
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true for all results of [32] with only one exception: the relation obtained in 
[32, Theorem 4.13(111)] between the barycenters of F and Tr F; in fact the 
proof of the relation uses the following property of barycenters of, say, 
compact subsets of R” with nonempty interiors: if K and L have no interior 
point in common, the barycenter of K U L is the weighted average ah(K) 
+ /3b( L), where (Y := /J( K)//.J( K U L) and /3 := p( L)/p(K U L). (Here 
p is Lebesgue measure in R”.) 
In connection with this problem we have the following result, a proof of 
which is left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. With the notation of the preceding theorem, a matrix 
A E 8 is a fixed point of all 8-isometrics of the form f,,, v if and only zf s( A) 
lies in the symmetry core of F, i.e. if and only if A = Q Diag(a) R with 
a E c(F). 
So the set Q Diag(c( F)) R might have been called the symmetry core of 
8. From these comments it follows that the role the barycenter of 8 played 
in Theorem 3.1 and its proof may be played by any matrix A E ri 8 such 
that s(A) E c(F). According to Theorem 6.2 below (the proof of which does 
not use the present remark), this condition is equivalent to A = Q Diag(a) R 
with a E c(F) f~ ri F; a prominent example of such a matrix is 
Q Diag(b(F)) R. A n interesting open problem is to relate Q Diag(b(F)) R 
with the barycenter of 8. 
In view of (67) it is easy to see that 
8 is a singleton if and only if F is a singleton. (70) 
This shows that Theorem 1.1(a) is an immediate consequence of our main 
result Theorem 3.1. 
Note that Theorem 1.1(a) immediately implies that I,!J is strictly convex if 
and only if g is strictly convex (this is Theorem 3.1 of [44]), because a norm v 
is strictly convex if and only if all boundary points of B, are extreme points of 
B 
“‘Th eorem I.I(a>, as well as the statement (7O), may also be formulated in 
the following terms: 
dim8=0 ifandonlyif dimF=O. (71) 
A simple proof of this equivalence may be obtained from Theorem 4.1 and 
from the fact that, for a singleton F, all p,-classes are singular. We now give 
the one-dimensional version of (71). 
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THEOREM 5.5. A face g of B, has dimension 1 if and only if one of the 
following conditions ho&: 
(i) dim F = 1 and all p,-classes are singular. 
(ii) n = m, K = R, and F = [u, v], where u and v are uectors satisfying 
u1 > ... > u, > 0, vi = ui for 1 < i < n, and v,, = -u,. 
Proof. If(i) holds, then Th eorem 4.1 immediately implies dim G? = 1. In 
case (ii), note that 2, equals {n} and is a regular class, and all other classes 
c i, . . . , C, are singular. Therefore, n - t = m - t = 1, and so Theorem 4.1 
gives K = 0 and dim 8 = 1. 
Conversely, assume dim 8 = 1. By Theorem 1.1(a), dim F > 1. Then 
Theorem 4.1 implies dim F = 1 and K = 0. Note that a regular class Ci has 
at least two elements, i.e. ri > 2. So Theorem 4.1 and K = 0 yield 9 = 0, 
i.e., the classes C,, . . . , C, are singular. 
If Z, is also singular, then (i) holds. 
Now assume Z, is regular. Then we have t < n < m. Theorem 4.1 
implies 
K = (n - t)[2(m -t) - l] if K=C, 
K = (n - t)(m -t - 1) if K=R. 
As K = 0, we must have K = R and m = t + 1. Therefore m = n and 
Z, = {n}. As dim F = 1, there exist U,V E R” such that F = [u, v] and 
u # u. The barycenter of F is b := ~(ZL + v). As Z, = {n} is regular, we 
must have b, = 0, u, # 0, and o, = -u,. So, without loss of generality, we 
may assume u, > 0. As C,, . . . , C,Y are singular classes, [32, Theorem 4.11 
implies ui > ... > u,. By [32, Theorem 6.31 N,,u E F, that is, 
(ul ,...) unpl,oy E [u,u]. 
But b is the only x: in [u, v] such that X, = 0. Therefore (u,, . . . , u,_i, O)r 
= b. This implies ui = wi for i = 1, . . . , n - 1. So (ii) holds. n 
The paper [38] gi ves a complete characterization of the faces of B, in 
case I) is a Schatten p-norm on @“, n. From our main theorem of Section 3 
we easily get the results of [38]. Moreover, as we briefly sketch in the next 
two examples (only for Schatten p-norms with p = 0, m), those results 
extend to spaces of rectangular, real, or complex matrices. 
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EXAMPLE 5.6. In this example we let g be the 1’ norm on [w”, i.e. 
g(x) := lx11 + ... + 1 x,1. In this case, I)( A) is the sum of the singular values 
of A. According to [32, Example 7.31 the standard faces of B, are B, itself 
and the sets 
$ := 
i 
x E Bg:*$ = 1) (72) 
fort = l,..., n. The sequence of barycentric multiplicities of (72) is r = (t); 
the class (1, . . . , t} is regular for t 2 2; and the zero class, {t + 1, . . . , n), is 
singular. So the set ~%((t>, S:> consists of all n x m matrices over K of the 
form 
H 0 
[ 1 0 0’ (73) 
where H is a t X t nonnegative definite Hermitian matrix of trace 1. Clearly, 
dim S: = t - 1. By simply counting the real parameters of H in (731, we see 
that the dimension of &((t), S:> is obviously t” - I in the complex case, and 
(t - l)(t + 2)/2 in th e real case (this of course agrees with Theorem 4.1, as 
the reader may trivially check). According to Theorem 3.1, for each t E 
(0,. . . , n), Q E g(n), and R E ?L(m), the set Q.,&(t), S:>R is a face of B,, 
and all nonempty faces of B, are of this form. 
We point out that [ 11, Th eorem l] says, for n X n real matrices, that a 
given 4 E R”,” such that I/J(+) = 1 g enerates a face of B, of dimension 
(t - Nt + 2)/2, h w ere t is the rank of 4. (Note that [ll] is indeed about 
the space [w”~ ” endowed with the norm @ we are considering in this 
example; in this perspective, the Lemma of [ll] is just the singular value 
decomposition theorem over R”,‘.) 
EXAMPLE 5.7. Now we let g be the I” norm on R”. Thus, for A E K.“,“, 
I,!J( A) is the maximum singular value of A, the usual spectral norm. Accord- 
ing to [32, Example 7.21 the standard faces of B, are the sets 
Sy := (X E B, : xi = 1 for 1 < i < t} 
for t = 0,. . . , n. Here, the class {l, . . . , t} is singular and the zero class 
{t + 1, . ..) n} is regular for t < n. Therefore AC(t), Sy> is the set of all 
n x m matrices over K of the form 
4 0 
[ 1 0 Y’ 
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where Y has singular values less or equal than 1. Counting the real parame- 
ters of Y in (74), we see that the dimension of &(t>, Sy> is (n - tXm - t) 
in the real case, and 2(n - tXm - t> in the complex case (in 110, p. 3141 it is 
shown, for n x n real matrices, that this dimension is a square). According to 
Theorem 3.1, for each t E (0,. . . , n}, Q E g(n), and R E Z(m), the set 
Q&(t), Sr)R is a face of B,, and all nonempty faces of I?, are of this form. 
6. RELATIVE INTERIORS AND THE FACE GENERATED BY 
A POINT 
In this section we let 8 and F be, respectively, a nonempty face of B, 
and the standard face of B, associated with 8. Moreover we denote by 
r = CT-~, . . . , rs) the barycentric multiplicities of F, and we let C,, . . . , C,, 2, 
be the p,-classes. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let A = A, -I *** +A,+1 and B = B, -I- a.* t B,+l be two 
elements of d(r, F), where Ai and B, are ri X ri Hermitian matrices for 
i = l,..., s. Let A and p be real numbers such that A + p = 1. Define a 
vector h E R” as follows: for each i = 1,. . . , s, h,, is the spectrum of 
AA, + pBi, and hZ, := s(AA,+~ + /JB,+~). Then h lie; in aff, F. 
Proof. If A > 0 and p > 0, then AA + PB Edr, F) and therefore 
h = s( AA + pB); thus h E Tr F and so the lemma holds in this case. 
Now assume that /.L < 0 (the case A < 0 is similar and will not be 
considered). Let 8 := - /_L, and define H := (1 + 13) A - BB = AA + ,uB 
and Hi := (1 + B)Ai - BB, for i = 1,. . . , s + 1. Thus h,, is the spectrum 
of Hi for i = 1, . . . , s, and hZ, = s( H, + l>. Note that, in general, h f s( H >. 
Below, we shall use the notation a := s(A) and b := s(B), so that ac = s( Ai) 
and b,, = s(Bi) are the spectra of Ai and Bi, respectively, axF =‘s( A,+ 1>, 
and bZi = s(B,+~). 
For i = 1, . . . . s the identity 
i+e 
--Ai = fHi + Bi 
8 
expresses [(l + O>/e]Ai as the sum of two Hermitian matrices. A well-known 
result of [22] (see also [43]) tells us that 
(75) 
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On the other hand, the identity 
1+e 1 
-A 
8 
s+1= - H 8 s+l + B,+1, 
involving matrices which are possibly nonsquare, implies the following rela- 
tion for the singular values of A,, r, B, + 1, and H,, I (see [27, p. 581 and [24, 
Theorem 2.31): 
1+e 
-a 
e ZF 
- fhzp +u bZF. 
As b E F, the relations (75) and (76) and the result [32, Proposition 4.11 
show that 
1+e 1 
-a - ;h E F. 
e 
Therefore h lies in aff, F. n 
THEOREM 6.2. For any matrix A E bin-m, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) A lies in the relative interior of 8; 
(b) A E 8, and s(A) lies in the relative interior of F. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we shall assume that 8 =A(r, F). 
(a) j (b): Let A E ri 8. Then trivially A E 8. On the other hand there 
exists (U, V ) E .Fr such that A = U Diag(s( A)) V. Pick any x in F. Then 
X := U Diag(x)V lies in 8. There exists a real positive 8 such that (1 + 
6)A - 8x E 2?. Therefore U*[(l + e>A - BXIV”, which is nothing but 
the matrix Diag((l + e)s( A) - 0x), 1 a so 1 ies in Z?‘. This and Theorem 5.1(y) 
yield (1 + O)s( A) - 8x E F. This proves s(A) E ri F. 
(b) * (a): As s(A) E ri F, there exists 5 > 0 such that for any x E aff, F 
we have 
tix - s( A)ll < 5 - x E F. (77) 
Let B be any element of Z, and define, for each real 8, 
He := (1 + 0) A - BB. 
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Our proof will be done if we show the existence of a positive u such that 
H” E 8. For, let us partition A and B according to r, as in Lemma 6.1, and 
define His := (1 + B)Ai - 8Bi for i = 1,. . . , s + 1. Clearly 
He = H,B t a.. tH,e t H,B,l. 
If we denote s(A) by a, then ac is the spectrum of Ai for i = 1, . . . , s, and 
% = s(A,~+~). As a E ri F, [32: Theorem 4.11 yields a,, > ... > ui> > luk( 
forF all i, E C,, . . . , i, E C, and k E 2,. 
Now we let he E R” be given as follows: hEC is the spectrum of HF for 
i = l,..., s, and hg, := s(H,~+~ >. As he is a continuous function of 6, there 
exists a positive u sGch that h” satisfies 
Ilh” - s( A)II < 5 (78) 
and any eigenvalue of Hju is greater then any eigenvalue of Hi”, 1 for 
i = l,..., s - 1, and any eigenvalue of H,” is greater than any singular value 
of H,“,,. The latter conditions imply that h u is a nonnegative decreasing 
sequence; therefore h” = s( H “). So we have H u = U Diag(h”) V for some 
(U,V) fE gr. 
Finally, by Lemma 6.1, the vector h” lies in aff, F, so combining (77) 
and (78) gives h” E F. Therefore, the matrix H” belongs to E’, as required. 
n 
COROLLARY 6.3. For any matrix A E K’“, “I, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) A lies in the relative bounday of 8; 
(b) A E 8, and s(A) lies in the relative boundary of F. 
Proof. We already know that 8 is a singleton iff F is a singleton. So in 
the singleton case we are trivially done. Next assume that 8 and F are not 
singletons. Then 
rbZ=g\rig and rbF=F\riF. 
So in the nonsingleton case our corollary is a simple consequence of the 
previous theorem. n 
COROLLARY 6.4. Zf A 1 ies in ri 8 and if A = iR Diag(s( A)) I- is a 
singular value decomposition of A, then 1R and r also yield a singular value 
decomposition of the buycenter of 8, i.e. G = R Diag(s(G)) r. 
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Proof. Let a := s(A). By Th eorem 6.2 we have a E ri F. If we denote 
by b the barycenter of F, [32, Proposition 3.71 tells us that bj = bj if a, = uj, 
and that bi = 0 if ai = 0. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3, if (U, V) E g(n) X 
g(m) satisfies Diag(a) = U Diag(a) V, then (U, V) E yr. 
Assuming (67), there exists (X, Y) E g,. such that 
0 Diag( u) I = QX Diag( u) YR. 
Therefore (fI*QX, YRF*) E yr. So (a, I) E (Q, R) * .Yr. This yields the 
conclusion of our corollary. n 
For any convex set C C R” and for any x E C the intersection of all 
faces of C containing x is a face of C, called the fuce of C generated by x. 
We denote this face by F,. Given A E B, , we denote by F* the face of B, 
generated by A. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let A E B,, and let (nA and r, be unitary matrices 
such that A = flA Diag(s( A)) r,. Then the face of B, generated by A is 
given by 
9A = fl,J(r,, F,)r,, (79) 
where a := s(A) and r, is the sequence of baycentric multiplicities of F,. 
Proof. We use the well-known fact (which is a simple consequence of 
[30, Theorem 18.21) that the face of C generated by x is the only face of C 
which has x in its relative interior. So we have a E ri F,. Denote by F the 
face of B, on the right hand side of (79). Theorem 6.2 yields A E riK 
Therefore F = yA. n 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Going back to Example 5.6, it is easy to see that X E 
ti 4((t), S:) if and only if X has the form described under (73) with H 
nonsingular. So the face generated by a matrix A lying in the boundary of B, 
is n,.&(t), S:>r,, where t is the rank of A, and R, and F, are as in the 
previous theorem. 
Now let us reconsider the Example 5.7 (g = 11. ]I=). Of course x E ri Sy 
iff xi = 1 > lxjl for 1 Q i < t <j < n. So X E ri AC(t), Sr> iff X has the 
form (74) where all singular values of Y are less than 1. So the face of B, 
generated by A E B, is aAL( S;“)r,, where t is the multiplicity of 1 as a 
singular value of A. n 
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